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1571 ABsrRAcr 
To aaxmpliah the removal of warm fog about an area 
such as an airport m w a y  (11) shown in FIG. l* a plu- 
rality of nozzles (17) along a line (15) adjacent the area 
propelled water jets (l9) through the fog to heights of 
approximately twenty-five meters. Each water jet (19) 
breaks up forming a water drup size distribution that 

ing with individual fog droplets and thereby removes 
the fog. A water retrieval system (15) is used to collect 
the wata and return it to reservoirs (21) for pumping it 

falls through the fog ovaTakh& collidin& and coals- 

to the nozzle3 (17) once again. 
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WARM FOG DISSIPATION USING LARGE 
VOLUME WATER SPRAYS 

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 5 

The invention described herein was made by an em- 
ployee of the United States Government and may be 
manufactured and used by or for the Government of the 
United States for governmental purposes without the 
payment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
This invention relates to warm fog dissipation by 

using large volume water sprays, and to water spray 
systems for spraying large quantities of water in a spe- 15 
cific area to eliminate warm fogs. 

10 

BACKGROUND ART 
Warm fog has frequently been the cause of aircraft 

takeoff and landing delays and flight cancellations. 20 
Much rolearch has been conducted to obtain further 
knowledge on the physical and electrical characteristics 
of warm fog with the hope that a sound understanding 
would suggest a practical way to modify warm fog for 
improved visibility and subsequently increase airport 25 
utilization. 

Promising methods and techniques developed in- 
cluded the d i g  with hygroscopic material such as 
salt particles, using charged particle generators which 
produce a high-velocity jet of air and charged water 30 
droplets which disperse fog by modifying its electric 
field structure, using heaters and burners that evaporate 
the fog-forming droplets, using helicopters for mixing 
dry air downward into the fog, and dropping water 
from an aircraft in order to dissipate the fog. 

These prior techniques have a characteristic of being 
expensive or being ineffective on a large scale or pro- 
ducing considerable environmental pollution. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to pro- 
vide an effective technique for fog dissipation on a large 40 

3s 

scale. 
Another object is to provide a system for spraying 

large amounts of water in the air adjacent airport run- 
ways for fog dissipation. 

BRIEF DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 
The pnsent invention accomplishes the dissipation of 

warm fog by propelling large quantities of water verti- 
cally to heights of approximately twenty-five meters by 
a plurality of spaced nozzles arranged in a row or rows 
adjacent the area to be cleared of fog such as an airport 
runway. Each vertically propelled water stream breaks 
up forming a drop size distribution which falls to the 
ground due to gravity. As the waterdrops fall through 
the fog they overtake, collide and coalesce with individ- 
ual fog droplets, and then precipitate to the ground; 
thereby each drop removes several fog droplets. Thus, 
the fog in the area or the vicinity of the water jets is 
dissipated, including the area somewhat downwind of 
the water sprays. In the example of an airport runway. 
a water retrieval system may be used to collect the 
water upon ita return to ground and place it into reser- 
voirs for pumping into the air once again. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F  THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an airport runway 

showing the water jet apparatus according to the pres- 
ent invention installed along the sides of the runway, 
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portion in section to reveal the underground water 
reservoirs. 

FIG. 2 is a table showing the collection efficiency 
and terminal velocity of collector drops from the water 
spray * 

FIG. 3 is a table showing the spray volume from the 
water jet nozzles for 90 percent removal of fog droplets. 

FIG. 4 is a plan view of another arrangement of a 
water jet apparatus along an airport runway. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

Referring to FIG. 1 wherein is shown an airport 
runway 11 with a shallow depression 13 along each side 
for collecting water. Also, along each side of the run- 
way 11 within the shallow depression 13 and on the 
back bank is a pipe line 15 having spaced nozzles 17 for 
spraying water 19 upwardly. Water is pumped from an 
underground reservoir 21 on each side of the runway 11 
by utilizing an inlet line 23 that leads into a pump (not 
shown) in a housing 25 and an outlet line 27 from the 
pump that is connected to the pipe line 15. A pump 
having suficient flow and head pressure for this pur- 
pose was developed by the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration for fighting fires (see NASA TM 
82444, dated October 1981, available from the National 
Technical Information Service, Springfield, Va. 2215 1). 
A filter (not shown) may be associated with the inlet 
line 23 to filter the water being pumped. 

The nozzles 17 are spaced approximately 30 meters 
apart along the l i e  15 to provide a flow through each 
nozzle 17 of approximately 1500 gallons per minute 
Cgpm), or a total of about 100,OOO gpm adjacent the 
runway 11 to be cleared of warm fog. The nozzles 17 
are sized to project the water vertically to heights of 
approximately twenty-five meters and, preferably, such 
that the spray patterns overlap. This may be accom- 
plished by using two inch diameter tapered bore nozzles 
and operating pressures between 150 and 200 pounds 
per square inch (psi). The water falling back about the 
runway 11 is collected in the shallow elongated depres- 
sions or ditches 13 and allowed to drain through suit- 
able open drains 31 into a collector pipe 33 within the 
ground adjacent each side of the runway 11, which pipe 
33 leads to the underground reservoir 21 adjacent to 
each runway side. 
To ensure that additional fog is not created through 

evaporatiodcondensation processes it is important that 
the temperature of the water jets be as near to the ambi- 
ent air temperature as possible. Under some atmo- 
spheric conditions the temperature of the reservoir 
water before activation of the pumping modules may be 
substantially different from that of the ambient air. The 
water temperature may change somewhat due to com- 
pnssional heating or expansive cooling as it passes 
through the large volume flow nozzles 17 and is pro- 
pelled vertically to heights exceeding twenty-five me- 
ters. However, the largest changes in water tempera- 
ture will occur as the water in the form of drops falls 
through the ambient air which is at temperature, Ta, 
impacts the ground which is at temperature Tg, recom- 
bines to form a runoff that flows across the ground 
surface and into the underground reservoirs. Since the 
thermal relaxation time constant for a 1 mm diameter 
water drop having an initial temperature of +25' cel- 
sius (C) and falling at a terminal speed of 4 meters per 
second (m s- 1) through air as cold as + 15' C. is less 
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than 1 second, drops projected as high as twenty-five 
mcters have more than ample time to approach the 

cicntly dispersed, e.g.. the heat capacity of air is approx- 
imatcy 2 . 4 ~  10-4 of W-. BY mycling the NIL- 5 
off wata the soil tempmature in the runoff - anfl 
thentherrsavOirwaterigelfwillappmachtheambicnt 
air -m with a w C0-t which is 
cific depmaing upon the tempaaturr 
betw#n the r w o k  water and the &at  air, the 10 lO@thmiC diminUtiOn in COncentration, k . ,  
volume of wata in the rcscrvoiT, the purllping ruc, the 
area and rate of drainage, the soil collclitiolw such as 

where E is the collection efficiency of the collector 
drops for fog drops. If AV is the volume of water dis- 

The fraction of fog drops removed is given by 
temperatw Of the ambient air provided they a s&- pased into drops of radius R thcn N=AF‘/(kR3/3). 

An/n= NrR’E/A= 3E a V/4M (1). 

This f r a c h  is independent Of the fog drop WnccUm- 
ti- U. Continued spraying of water will resuit in a 

n==n&~p(--3EV/4R& (2) 

porosity and thermal c&ductivity, the windspecd the 
rarllrhnnal cooling ratz the area of Tc9cTvoiT wall in 
contact with the water and the thermal conducfivity of 
thereservoirwall. 

The CCSCNOirS 21 must have suacimt capacity to 
supply the nozzles 17 for the several minutes it taka4 the 
wata to be sprayed a loe  precipit.te, and return to the 
mavoin.ThercsavoirvolmneshouMbeminimirrrl 
however, to damase the recycling w amstant. s i  
the ambient airmustbecloee to wata sllturation for fog 
to occur, evaporation losses will be mininul. Howeva, 
since some runoff l o a s e s w i l l ~ a n d s i n a ~  - t  
fog wata win be removed to balance the lulloff lossa, 
it will be necessary to periodically r c p l d  thercscr- 
voin 2 l  through capture of rainwater or ddition of 
w a t a f r o m s O m e O t h a S O p y #  

The nozzles 17 on the water line 15 may include 
features (not shown) to apply a rotary and/or v i i r y  
motion to the nozzles so as to cause a sweep of a larger 
air volume In this manna a more active control of the 

. .  

rrsult.nt wata jet breakup at ita muimmn height is 
po!&i.ile toachkve thedesiredcolkctordropropsizcdirtri- 

rotary motion and king  directed away from an ap 
pmaching aircraft 36. 

U* st i l l  amdiths the waterjets 19 from them- 

bution. In FIG. l, the water- 19 arc shown with a 

zla 17 of a pipe line 15 can be projected directly ova 
the runway 11 from either or both sides. However, 
Since fog is nearly always accompanied by a light wind 
of one meter per scumd (1 m s-1) or greater, a better 
amngemcnt of thenozzls 17 will pkcc thewatajctl 
19 paralkl to the runway 11 withtheactivenopla 011 
the upwindsideof therunwayarcatobeclamd. In this 
configuration, the fog is effective9 procusai through a 
curtain of water sray created by the watajas 19. 
In- * the water jet 19 is projected at a high 

velocity of 50 m s-’ from the nozzle 17, and it is dccd- 
errrted by gravity and air reshame and breaks up at a 
rate dependine 011 its size and turbulence chatactais- 
tics. After reading a vertical height of twenty-five 
maaJormorrtbedropsformedbythewatajctbrak 
up and fall to the grrrmd due to gravity. Theoptimmn 
size for the f.llinn colleaa dmos is baween Mo mi- 
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When Q and u the initial and f i d  fog drop con-- 
trations nspcctively and V is the total volume of water 
sprayed. Thus, in the case of a stationary fog the total 
wata spray volumG not the Spqy mtq is important. 

A moving fog presents a more patin&nt case. If a fog 
moves at d o r m  velocity, U, through a water spray 
curtaiu uxtifinmly distributed along a length, L, and 
having a total water flow rate per unit time, Q, then in 
time, T, a volume QT of water will be delivered on an 
areq LUT, of the fog. Therefore 

R=-- 3EQARL UI (3). 

For the moving fog the thickness of the curtain along 
the dinction of motion of the wind is unimportant. The 
volume rate of spraying per d t  length of cnrt.in is 
import.nt. The total volume of air procusai through 
the curtain of water spray is given as a function of time 
by the product of the curtain height, the curtaiu length, 
and the wind velocity -mrmaI to thecurtab. 

The only fog drop removal proces, which has bccn 
c o n s i d c r e d m t b a e s i m p l c ~  . is removal by 
the wata spray as it f a  due to gravity. Supplanmting 
this process but more difficult to quantity is fog drop 
removal by entrainment in the vertically directed water 
jets and removal by the h@ velucity projected drops as 
*-. 
Drops p”p at high velocity have larger collec- 

tion ?scKnua t h a n ~ f a l l i a e a t t c r m i n a l s p e e d  
undcrgravity. The difference in c t lkkck i sg rea t e s t  
for~coaectordrops,especkllywhncollectingthc 
srmllat fog dropias. and ilxxasu with iacrrrsing 
projection velocity. The dbtancc a drop travels during 
the deceleration phsse is a modaste function of its 
initial velocity and a strong fundon of its size Even 
drop as large as 250 pm radius only travel about 3 
meten when projected wiih an initial velocity of u) m 
s-1. S i  this- is small compared to the gravity 
fall dbtmcc, the primary contribution of this process is 
in rtmovrl of some of the v a y  smallest fog droplets. 

Solving aption (3) for Q, the wata flow rate per 
unit time. giva 

(4). - m) and 16mmicrons mj in diamaa .Asthat 94-4RLU/3E)ln(n/~d 
f;hlling collector drops move through a fog they will 
0- and with individual fog drops which ~f ninety percult of the fog drops arr m v e d  then 
typicalry have dirmaas of- 10 ~ r m  ami typiau~ n / ~ = 0 . 1  and In ( n / ~ ) =  -2.30. only seventy per- 
w1 one or two orders of magnitude slower tlun the 60 cent of the fog drops arc then in 
a-drops. (n/~)=-1.20. Letting L = l  m e ,  U=lOO m 

A stationary foe the simplest for ~ C U -  h - 1 1 1 . 7  m s - l d  assuming ninety percent removal 
by * P-t 

invention. In this awe a monodispem water spray is 

- A, rrnd falling under the intluena of gravity. The npm- 
kr. N. of drops with a radius, R, weep out the fog 
droplets in an effective c- * area of NsRZE 

1.tine the fraction of fog drops 

C O U S k k d  uniformly dbtriiuted o v a  a horizontal arc& 65 

of the fog drops this equation (4) reduces to 

Q=O.OeU R /E  (Gpm) (9 

Where R is the collector drop radius in pm, E is the 
collection efficiency (fraction) of this collector drop for 
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a fog drop having radius r (pm) and Q is the water flow Groups of parallel rows of water lines are intercon- 
rate required in gallons per minute for each meter nected by connection lines 68,69,70,73 so that a pump 
length of spray curtain. with proper operation of valves 61 may pump water to 

Available values for the collection efficiency of col- either side ofthe runway 60. Thus, it is readily apparent 
lector drops for fog size drops were derived by K.V. 5 from FIG. 4 that the valves 61 may be opened and 
Beard and H. T. Ochs and are shown in FIG. 2. Using closed to permit spraying water on either or both sides 
the information of FIG. 2 with equation (4) for Q, the of the runway 60 whichever is most advantageous. A 
volume of curtain water spray required for ninety per- suitable pump system will be capable of pumping 5,000 
cent removal of fog drops per meter length of runway Wm, and each reservoir 63, 64 will have a capacity of 
for a fmed cross-wind component of 1.7 m Q-I has been lo 200,000 gallons. similarly to the configuration of FIG. 
computed for various monodisperse water sprays and 1. the nozzles 65 are spaced apart approximately 30 
monodisperse fog drops and is given in FIG. 3. For only meters and have a flow each of approximately 1500 
seventy percent removal of fog drops, values in FIG. 3 gallons per minute (gpm) through a two inch diameter 
should be halved. The FIG. 3 equivalently gives the tapered bore at an operating pressure of between 150 
vo1ume of spray water required for ninety percent re- " and 200 pounds per 
moval of fog drops in a stationary cloud which covers m e  there has been described a k t  mode of the 
a horizontal area of lo0 square meters. invention, variations and modifications and other uses, 

In determining the opthum spray size Spectra, one such as the utilization of the invention aboard an aircraft 
should minimh the amount of spray water required 2o carrier, 4 readily apparent to those skilled in the 
while maximizing the visual range. From FIG. 3 done, 
it would appear that 50 pm or 100 pm radius collector 
drops might be O P ~ W  for all but the very smallest fog 
drops. However, other considerations must be taken 
into account. Most importantly, the water spray must ~5 
not be carrid by fluctuating into the cleared 
volume thus reducing the visual range. In this regard it 
is important to note that for a given wind speed the 
larger drops will drift only about one-tenth the distance 
that the smaller ones will, i.e., 300 pm radius drops fall U] 
with a terminal velocity of 2.5 m s-l whereas 50 pm 
radius drops fall at only 0.26 m s-l (see FIGS. 2 or 3). 
secondary considerations include the facts that it is 

to propel larger drops to w a t e r  heights and that 
the time between system startup and commencement of 35 
fog clearing is slightly shorter for larger drops. Combi- 
nation of these trade-offs sets the optimum water spray 
mass mean drop radius between 150 pm and 500 pm 

inch (psi). 

I cw 
1. A warm fog dissipation system using a large vol- 

ume of water spray comprising: 
an area subject to warm fog, 
means adjacent said area for spraying water in a line 

of overlapping spray patterns into the air to a 
height of at least twenty-five meters whereby said 
water breaks up forming a drop size distribution 
which fa through a fog, overtaking, colliding, 
and coalescing with individual fog drops and 
thereby causes the fog drops to precipitate to the 
ground, 

a first water reservoir for supplying large volumes of 
water to said means for spraying water, 

a water collection system associated with said area 
for capturing a significant amount of water sprayed 
into the air and returning it to said first water reser- 

It cBll be from FIG' that for pm 40 said m m  for spraying water into the air having a 

said first pipe having outlet nozzles along its length 

depending on wind conditions. voir, 

radius collector drops and fog drops as small as 4 pm 
per 

meter length of runway to remove 90 percent of the fog 

ponent of 1.7 m s-1. Since fog drop mean radii are 45 
typically 5 pm to 10 pm and since the visual range is 
inversely proportional to the concentration of fog 
drops, less than 100,ooO GPM of water spray is required 
under the stated conditions to clear a 1 km length of 
runway. Water vapor will not be added to the system 50 

the ambient air are qual he the air is h e a d y  
rated, e.g., a fog exists. 

FIG. 4 shows a plan view of an aircraft runway hav- 
ing a different arrangement for the water nozzle lines, 55 
reservoir, and pumps than that shown in FIG. 1. On 
each side of the runway 60 are spaced groups sa, 57.58, 
59 of parallel rows 71.72 of water lies, each line hav- 
ing a valve 61 for controlling the water flow the&. 
Each group Sa, SI, 58, 59 of water lines 71, 72 has a 60 
pump System 62 for pumping water from one of the two 
rucrvoirs 63,64. 

Each water line has spaced qozzles 65 for projecting 
the water upwardly. A pair of drain lines 75,76, one on 
each side of the runway 60, that are placed in a ditch 65 
S b h l y  to that shown in FIG. 1 collect the falling 
water and have it drain into the reservoirs 63, 64 
through an interconnecting main collector line 67. 

first pipe line adjacent a side of said area, 

for spraying water into the air, 

water reservoir into said first pipe line. 
being sized to 

produce to a maximum extent an approximate 
mean water drop diameter between 300 and lo00 
microns. 

less than gpm Of Water 'pray is 

dtoP1a from a 'loud moving with a cross-wind a first pump means for water from -id first 

said 'pray nozzle and pump 

that the temmtue of the water spray and 2. A System according t0 C b  1 which includes: 
said means for spraying water into the air having a 

second pipe line adjacent a side of said area oppo- 
site the side adjacent said first pipe line; 

said second pipe having outlet nozzles along its 
length for spraying water into the air, 

a second reservoir for SUPP1-g a large volume of 
water, 

said water collection system dso returning a podon 
of said captured water to said second reservoir. 

a second pump meam for pumping water from said 
sand reservoir into said second pipe line. 

3. A warm fog dissipation system Using large volume 

a runway adapted to be used by aircraft; 
a depression adjacent each side of said runway for 

a first pipe line along a bank of said depression; 

of water sprays comprising: 

collecting water; 

0 

Y 
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said fint pipe line having outlet nozzles along its 
length for spraying water into the air to a signifi- 

a first water rnrr~0i.r for supplying large volumes of 
water, 

a first pump means for pumping water from said first 
water reservoir mto said first pipe line whereby 
said water is propelled to a height in excess of 
twenty-five metas and breaks up forming a drop 
size distribution which falls through a fog, ovatak- 

cant height in excess of twenty-five meters; 

5 

in& colliding, and coalescing with individual fog 
drops and therrby causes the fog drops to pncipi- 
r a t e t o t h e m  

dminagc means for.colbxting water from saiddeprrr- 15 
sions and furnishing it to said reservoir. 

4. A system accodbg to claim 3 which incl&es: 
a second pipe linc having outkt nozzles a h g  its 

1- 
s a i d d p i p e l i n c a l o n g a b a n k o f d ~ ~  
oppositethcdcprrssioa having said first pipe line 
and adjacent a portion of a side ofsaid runway 
opposite thcsideadjrwmt said first pipeline; 

a second water reservoir for supplying large volumes 
of water, 

a second pump mcaus for pump@ water from said 
sx4md reservoir into said second pipe line 
whereby said water is propelled to a height in ex- 

5. A method of diasip.tioa of warm fog about an area 

25 

of twenty-five mtaa 30 

armprisine: 
sprayine a P 1 - W  of jas from siwced ap.rt 

nozzkaitongalincadjacent the areato be cleared 
of wum f a  into said warm fog to a vatical hcight 35 
in UCeJ oftwenty-five metas, the spray panans 
f r o m t h c ~ o v e r k p p i n &  achsaid waterjet, 
being ArrrLrrtrrl by gravity and air rrsirtrm# 50 
as to break up to a maximum extent into a mean 
falling cdkctor drop diunan ktween ulo and 40 
loo0 lukrcm& sdd f.lling collectot drops o v d -  
mg and colliding with individd fog drops. 

a c h  said mtajcr upon breakup having a tempera- 

saidlineahgwhichtheMuzlesarcsplrcedislocotcd 

t M c ~ y c o r r r r p o l d m e  * tothelmbimttempcra-,5 
tprr. 

011 the upwind side of the area to be cleared of fog 

* pomonofsaidf.llingcollec- 
-drop. 

tor drop# t l m t m t u t c  nmoff about said .rainto 
afeSQYaP * for pompiag mta to said spaced ILOZ- 
zles, 

said sprced llozdm king speced apPr0-y 30 55 
macrsqart md having a flow through each mz- 
~ o f ~ ~ y l m ~ p e r ~ u t c .  

SO a to fOrm 8 C U d U  Of Water Spray and f.tling 
50 
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6. A warm fog dissipation system Using large volume 

an area subject to a warm fog, 
a first pipe line section adjacent a portion of one side 

of said area, 
a seconnd pipe line section substantially parallel to said 

first pipe line and adjacent a portion of another side 
of said area. 

each said first and second pipe l i e  sections having 
nozzle means spaced along their length for spray- 
ing a water jet to a vertical height of at least 
twenty-five meters in an overlapping pattern 
which upon deceleration by gravity and air resis- 
tance break up to the maximum extent into falling 
collector drops having a mean diameter between 
300 and loo0 mkmm, said falling collector drops 
adapted to collide and coalesce with individual fog 
droplas. 

a first water reservoir for suppling large volumes of 
water adjacent said first pipe lim section, 

a ScCoDd water reservoir for supplying large volumes 
of water adjacmt said second pipe line section, 

a drainage pipe system for collecting a substantial 

ate ruLtoff aboutsaidareaanddraining said runoff 
waterintosaidrrstrvoirs 

a first pump means far pumping water from said fitst 
water reservoir into said first pipe linc section, and 
a second pump means for pumping water from said 
second water rescNoir into said second pipe line 
section, 

intaconmctrns * pipe systems ktwem said first and 
second pipe linc scctionS tmenable either of Said 
first and sx4md pump Mp18 to pump water to 
either of said first and ScCoILd pipe line sections. 

7. A system 
a third pipe line section adjacent said first pipe line 

scction and on the same side ofsaidareaas said first 
pipelinesection. 

a fourth pipe line section adjacent said second pipe 
scctionandonthesamesidcofsaidarraassaidfirst 
pipesection. 
d third and fourth pipe lk s@c!bns having nozzle 
mans spaced along tbdr length for spraying a 
water jet to a vatical height of about twenty-five 
meters siadarly to that of said nozzle means of said 
first and second pipe linc sections, 

said first pump amns also pumping water into Said 
third pipe line d o n ,  ad a said second pump 
means also pumping into said fourth line section. 

8.Asystcmrccordm . gtoclaim7whrrin: 
said nozzle mamsonsaidpipelinescctiomarc spmcui 

approximately thirty mctas apart. ad have a two 
inch tapered bore n o d  having an opmting pns- 
sure bawan 150 and 200 psi and water flow of 
- M Y  ~~ gpn. 

water sprays comprising: 

of Said f d b g  COlleCtinting drops that ah- 

to claim 6 including: 

..... 
60 


